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R/C Truck Multifunctional module
The IBU2M Truck module it’s the natural evolution of original IBU2 Truck, it offers superior performance combined with
flexibility and ease of use.
The IBU2 Ultimate module completely replaces the electronics present in the RC Truck, allowing to customize all the
sound effects and use a proportional radio from 4 to 10 channels (AM, FM, 2.4 GHz or FlySky I-Bus) for full truck control.
The operating firmware can be freely downloaded and updated (when released) by the user.
Refer to chapter firmware features for details.
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MAIN FEATURES in brief



























Sound effects are fully user definable via supplied microSD card, so any type of truck can be selected
or something totally unique.
MicroSD and MicroSD HC fully supported up to 16 Gbyte size (supplied microSD size may vary)
Fully synchronized sounds with truck actions, including engine start-up and shutdown, rev up, brake,
reverse beep, horn, indicators, change of speed, gear selection, air discharge, trailer hook up, and
many more.
User settings changeable via the supplied microSD card, no special software required.
User can define top speed 0-100% in every gear (mechanical 3 speed gearbox or gearbox emulation)
User can define restricted reverse speed for added realism.
Fully compatible with Tamiya lighting tractor unit and trailer units.
Lighting effects controlled via the remote using 4 channel radio set. Including hazards, head lights and
tail lights, turn indicators, high beam, fog lights, side/roof lights.
Automatic synchronized features like reverse beep and reverse light during reversing, brake sounds
and brake light (when braking), indicators during slow speed turns.
Proportional (Throttle dependent) cab vibration unit control for realism. (sold separately)
Proportional (Throttle dependent) output for smoke generator. (sold separately)
Modern ESC allowing ultra realistic speed control even at slow speeds. And higher efficiency allowing
longer battery run time.
User changeable protection. IBU2 Truck protected by 2A resettable fuse and 10A fuse for ESC. No
more sending back to manufacturer for repair after accidental electrical short.
Support for Li-Po (2 or 3 cells), Ni-Cd/Ni-Mh from 6 up to 10 cells), with audible and visual warning of
low battery
Outputs for Steer, Gear Shift, trailer Lock/Unlock servos
Output for external ESC
Output for external Beacon light
Output for IR code transmission, to be used in conjunction with IBU RTM (IR Remote controlled Trailer
Module). This module (sold separately) allow wireless communication to trailer and can drive rear
light, brake lights, turn indicators and hazard, and raise/lower the support legs
4 optional sounds selectable by remote control
Remote adjustable audio volume control using a spare radio channel
Audible alerts: microSD error, System Ready, Low Battery, Empty Battery, Inactivity or lost transmitter
signal.
Intelligent voice guided remote control calibration with acquisition and automatic matching of
channels-to-function.
D-Class power audio output (10 Watts @ 8 Ohms, 15W @ 4 Ohm)
Small dimensions at 92 x 62 x 25mm, leaving more space in cab for interior details
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BEC Selector

Servo Outputs

RX inputs
TX Setup Jumper

Front lights (4 outputs)

Left winker (2 outputs)
Fog lights (2 outputs)

Roof/Side lights
(2 outputs)
Right winker (2 outputs)

Volume Pot.
Rear/Brake lights
(2 outputs)

IR Com Led

High beam (2 outputs)
Smoker output
Trailer switch

Vibration motor

Reverse lights (2 outputs)

Motor fuse
Auto-resettable
Service fuse

Speaker output
Battery input
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Receiver inputs port

 Any hobby grade proportional
radio (AM, FM, 2.4 GHz) can be
used for full truck control
 Minimum channels number
required is 4 up to 8 channels
 Take not of cable polarity as
shown in picture, the signal wire is
UPWARD (colours of wire may vary)

RX CH8 PPM input

RX CH1 PPM input

RX CH2 PPM or
FlySky I-Bus input
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 The IBU2M can handle FlySky IBus allowing one wire serial
communication, in this case you can
use up to 10 channels
 When FlySky I-Bus protocol is
used the single wire MUST BE
CONNECTED TO CH2
 Take not of cable polarity as
shown in picture, the signal wire is
UPWARD (colours of wire may vary)
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servo outputs

Trailer lock/unlock
servo output
Gear Shift servo
output


Output for Steering servo, this output is
fully configurable by specific command lines
into ini file for Reverse, Neutral, Endpoints
and speed settings

Output for mechanical Gear Shift servo,
this output is fully configurable by specific
command lines into ini file for Reverse,
Neutral, Endpoints, speed settings

Output for trailer Lock/Unlock servo,
this output is fully configurable by specific
command lines into ini file for Reverse,
Neutral, Endpoints and speed settings

Take not of cable polarity as shown in
picture, the signal wire is UPWARD (colours
of wire may vary)

Steering servo
output


Output for external ESC

Take not of cable polarity as shown in
picture, the signal wire is UPWARD (colors of
wire may vary)

When external ESC is used you can also
choose to supply the servo with BEC supply
provided by ESC itself, in this case you must
change the red jumper position from upper
(internal servo supply) to lower (external ESC)
picture shows jumper set for internal supply

Note : there’s no need to remove the
red wire (BEC supply) from ESC connector

Internal/External
BEC selector

External ESC
output
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Lights outputs












Front Lights, 4 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, can be switched On/Off by right stick
(See Diagram Page 9) holding the position for more than 2 seconds or through RX spare channel
High Beam, 2 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, can be switched On/Off by right stick
(See Diagram Page 9) holding for more than 2 seconds, a short input will make the lamps “flash”
Fog Lights, 2 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, can be switched On/Off by right stick
(See Diagram Page 9) holding for more than 2 seconds
Right Winker, 2 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, automatic turn On/Off by Steering
command (adjustable trigger point by specific command line into ini file)
Left Winker, 2 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, same as above
Roof/Side Lights, 2 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, can be switched On/Off by right
stick (See Diagram Page 9) holding the position for more than 2 seconds or through RX spare channel
Rear/Brake Lights, 2 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, automatic turn On when Front
Lights are turned On, (adjustable dimming point by specific command line into ini file), when Braking
the lights are driven without dimming simulating brake lights. Note brake lights will illuminate even
when lights are turned off.
Reverse Lights, 2 outputs, each output can drive 2 LED’s in parallel, automatic turn On/Off when
reverse movement is performed
Hazard, both left and right winkers blink, can be switched On/Off by right stick (See Diagram Page 9)
holding the position for more than 2 seconds or through RX spare channel
Beacon, allow connection of aftermarket simulated beacon, can be switched On/Off by right stick (See
Diagram Page 9) holding the position for more than 2 seconds or through RX spare channel

Refer to page 3 for connectors location

Motor output






Proportional (Throttle dependent) cab vibration unit control for realism, this output is configurable
both in minimum (when engine idling) and maximum speed (at full throttle) and can be set On or Off
at start up by specific command line into ini file
Proportional (Throttle dependent) output for smoke generator, this output is configurable both in
minimum (when engine idling) and maximum speed (at full throttle) and can be set On or Off at start
up by specific command line into ini file
Built in power ESC allowing realistic speed control even at slow speeds and higher efficiency for
longer battery run time. This output is protected by 10A fuse, which can be replaced by user if
required.

Refer to page 3 for connectors location
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Audio output
 The module is equipped with
on board D-Class power audio
output (10 Watts @ 4 Ohm)
 Volume Pot input, connect a 10
Kohm Linear pot for manual volume
adjust (in this case remove the
yellow jumper)
 Audio volume can be remotely
controlled using a spare radio
channel in this case let the yellow
jumper in position
 For optimal performance use a
good quality speaker, both 4 Ohm
and 8 Ohm can be used (10 Watts
minimum power when 8 Ohm
speaker is used, 15W minimum
power when 4 Ohm speaker is used)

Infrared com and trailer connectors




IR Com Led, this is an output for IR code transmission, to be used in conjunction with IBU RTM (IR
Remote controlled Trailer Module).
This module (sold separately) allow wireless communication to trailer and can drive rear light, brake
lights, turn indicators and hazard, raise/lower the support legs and control a separate ESC (for trailer
tilt, etc)
Trailer Switch, input for trailer presence microswitch detector.

Refer to page 3 for connectors location
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left stick functions
Forward or Brake
Revving
Trailer
Lock/Unlock

CAB vibration
On/Off

Shift up

Shift down

Engine
On/Off

Smoker
ON/Off

Air discharge
Reverse or Brake






Left stick Y axis allow multiple functions, in addition to throttle you can rev up the engine in neutral gear or
activate the “Air discharge” sound by moving the stick slightly off from neutral position
Left stick X axis is used for change speed gears, the truck at power on automatically sets to 1st gear (this setting
can be altered through ini file parameter as described later in this manual)
You can shift gears by momentary moving the left stick X axis to right for higher gear shift and to left for lower
gears (and actually works as a sequential shift)
Even if your truck is not equipped with mechanical gearbox you can use the shift function via the gearbox
emulation settings. Select the appropriate values of speed limit for every gear in the command lines into ini file
(as explained later in this manual)
Left stick corners allow to activate (and deactivate) other function as described on the above diagram.
These functions can be assigned to spare RX channels from 5th channel up to 10th channel
(depending from radio type)
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right stick functions
High Beam
Horn 1
Hazard
On/Off

Headlights
On/Off

Steer right

Steer left

Roof lights
ON/Off

Beacon
On/Off
Horn 2
Fog lights






Right stick Y axis allow multiple functions, in addition to toggle High Beam and Fog Lights you can play two Horn
sounds by moving the stick slightly off from neutral position
Right stick X axis is used for Steering, when steering the turn indicators will automatically start to blink and turn
off when the stick is moved back to neutral (the blinking point setting can be altered through ini file parameter
as described later in this manual)
Right stick corners allow to activate (and deactivate) other function as described on the above diagram.
These functions can be assigned to spare RX channels from 5th channel up to 10th channel
(depending from radio type)
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MicroSD memory structure
The format of the audio files that can be used are :
Audio WAV - mono - 22050 Hz (22Khz)- 8 bit
Audio WAV - mono - 22050 Hz (22Khz)- 16 bit
Both bit format (8 and 16) can be used in the same setup
The file name length must not exceed 16 characters including extension (.wav), there’s no file size limit.
Now the files are organized in folders as shown in picture below

Into the microSD root you can see the “Truck” folder which contains the files of model currently in use, the “System
Messages” folder which contains operational firmware messages, the “Manual” folder which contains the operating
manual of the IBU2M Truck.
There’s also the ibu2MT.ini file which contains the model configuration and the BoardData file which contains the
system information (Firmware version and board ID code).
Is mandatory to respect the folder and file organization as shown, also the “System Messages” folder
must be present and contain the system audio files, otherwise no audible feedback messages will be available.
Several size of microSD/microSDHC can be used, up to 16 Gbyte capacity.

Micro SD location
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Audio sample management
The audio sample management is pretty much the same as older IBU2 Truck
For each sample the volume level can be adjusted individually, the value (default 100) following the comma symbol
means that the sample will be played at 100% of original volume.
The engine steps are played accordingly with stick position as well as the engine revving up and revving down. You can
have up to 20 engine step sample, they will be automatically managed by the operating firmware, simply add the
samples you want to use and add to “EngineStep=xx.wav” lines into ibu2u.ini file.
Up to 4 optional sounds can be played, again here there isn’t limitation except for the file format
You can create your own audio files, in this case is mandatory to respect file format (mono, 8 or 16 bit, 22050 Hz)

System messages
On this board several system sounds are present, they are used as audible feedback signaling to users the board status,
warnings and speech guided setup, as described below
Also you can create your own messages, in this case is mandatory to respect file format and filename as follows
System messages (mono, 8 or 16 bit, 22050 Hz)
WARNING do not delete folder, either name or memory sound file otherwise no audible feedback will be available.
The list of System Messages is as follows :
InitCalibration=0001.wav
EndCalibrationOk=0002.wav
EndCalibrationKo=0003.wav
4ChSound=0004.wav
5ChSound=0005.wav
6ChSound=0006.wav
7ChSound=0007.wav
8ChSound=0008.wav
9ChSound=0009.wav
10ChSound=0010.wav
HighBeamStickUp=0011.wav
FogLightsStickDown=0012.wav
EngineSticKUp=0013.wav
EngineSticKDown=0014.wav
SteeringSticKLeft=0015.wav
SteeringSticKRight=0016.wav
1stGearStickLeft=0017.wav
3rdGearStickRight=0018.wav
Channel5Assign=0019.wav
Channel6Assign=0020.wav
Channel7Assign=0021.wav
Channel8Assign=0022.wav
Channel9Assign=0023.wav
Channel10Assign=0024.wav
LowBattery=0025.wav
BatteryCutOff=0026.wav
Inactivity=0027.wav
SystemReady=0029.wav
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Engine sounds
EngineColdStart=EstartC.wav, 100
EngineWarmStart=EstartW.wav,100
EngineStop=Estop.wav, 100
EngineFail=Efail.wav, 100
EngineIdle=Eidle.wav, 100
EngineRevving=RevUp.wav, 100
EngineStep1=Es01.wav, 100
EngineStep2=Es02.wav, 100
EngineStep3=Es03.wav, 100
EngineStepT1=Es01.wav, 100
EngineStepT2=Es02.wav, 100
EngineStepT3=Es03.wav, 100
EngineStep means engine sound without trailer engaged
EnginestepT means engine sound with trailer engaged
The volume level of every single audio file can be adjusted separately, simply changing the percentage value which is
comma separated after the filename as per following example
EngineColdStart1=filename.wav,100
EngineColdStart2=filename.wav,80
The first line above means the audio sample set for EngineColdStart will be played at 100% of original level
The second line means audio sample set for EngineColdStart will be played at 80% of original level, if a sample is
somehow too high can be adjusted reducing the percentage that follows the comma separator.
If you want the sample played at half level you only have to change the value from 100 to 50 and so on.

Compressed Air sounds
Dryer=Dryer.wav,100
Airblast1=Airblast1.wav,100
Airblast2=Airblast2.wav,100
Airblast3=Airblast3.wav,100
Airblast4=Airblast4.wav,100
When engine is on the Dryer sound is automatically played with two different timings :
Engine idling every 20 seconds
Engine running every 10 second
Air discharge sounds are automatically played as follows :
Airblast2 is played 2 seconds after engine is turned off
Airblast3 is played 8 seconds after engine is turned off
Airblast4 is played when the throttle is released to neutral
Air discharge sound can manually be played as follows :
Airblast1 is played by moving the left stick partially down (refer to stick diagram at page 8)
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Misc sounds
Turn=Turn1.wav,100
When steering the indicator sound is automatically played (Stick trigger point can be customized from command line
into ini file (as explained later in this manual)
Shift=Shift1.wav,100
When shifting the sound is automatically played
Reverse=Alarm1.wav,100
The reverse alarm sound is automatically played when moving the truck in reverse
Horn1=Horn1.wav,100
Horn1 sound is played by moving the right stick partially up (refer to stick diagram at page 8)
Horn2=Horn2.wav,100
Horn2 sound is played by moving the right stick partially down (refer to stick diagram at page 8)
Latch=Latch.wav,100
Latch sound is played when the trailer is locked up (refer to stick diagram at page 8)
Unlatch=Unlatch.wav,100
Unlatch sound is played when the trailer is released down (refer to stick diagram at page 8)

Optional sounds
Up to four optional sounds, such as ambient sound or music, can be played by selection from remote control channel
Slider1=music1.wav,100
Slider2=music2.wav,100
Slider3=music3.wav,100
Slider4=music4.wav,100
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Configuring the IBU2M Truck
Now you can connect all the Truck wirings (Refer to page 3 for connectors location)
The IBU2M configuration is similar to previous IBU2 Truck, and is based upon the ibu2u.ini file, this specific version
presents also new features as descripted in the next pages
Remove the microSD from the board (powered off) and insert into your computer (you may need a microSD to USB
adapter) and browse the content
Choose the appropriate tank sound folder and copy the content (audio files) into “Truck” folder in microSD root, then
copy the ibu2u.ini file into microSD root
Now open the ibu2u.ini file (a simple text editor like notepad can be used)
Every line has a specific purpose as described in depth in the next pages.
Every line also has a semicolon separated comment which describe in brief the purpose and value limits, make sure to
not override these limits, also make sure to not delete the semicolon symbol, otherwise the line (where semicolon is
missing) will be not recognized as command and ignored.

PPM / I-Bus Receiver setup
Both PPM and FlySky I-Bus RX modes are supported by setting the following lines
RadioType=0;0=PPM, 1=Serial IBus
IBusChannels=6;Number of channels in use (for I-Bus only 4..10)
It’s mandatory to set the correct number of channels you are using from TX otherwise the calibration process will fail.
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Optional Functions Stick/Channels Setup
The following lines allow to assign a specific stick corner or RX channel above 4th (the lines show the default setup) to
activate/deactivate functions
HeadLightsOnOff=201
HazardOnOff=202
RoofLightsOnOff=203
BeaconOnOff=204
VibrationMotorOnOff=101
TrailerLock=102
Smoke=103
EngineOnOff=104
RemoteVolume=8
0=Not Used
101=left stick upper-left corner
102=left stick upper-right corner
103=left stick lower-left corner
104=left stick lower-right corner
105=left stick X axis for gear shift
201=right stick upper-left corner
202=right stick upper-right corner
203=right stick lower-left corner
204=right stick lower-right corner
5=RX channel 5
6=RX channel 6
7=RX channel 7
8=RX channel 8
9=RX channel 9
10=RX channel 10
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Battery Setup
These two lines allow to choose the battery type and cell count
BatteryType=0;0=NiMh, 1=LiPo
Set value to 0 for Ni-Cd/Ni-Mh battery, 1 for Li-Po battery
BatteryCount=0;0=6NiMH/2LiPo, 1=8NiMh/3LiPo
Set value to 0 for 6/2 cells, 1 for 8/3 cells

Steer Servo Setup
For steer servo you can set the direction, the maximum travel in both directions (ATV) and the neutral position, this also
allow you to fine tune the servo neutral and endpoints
SteerDirection=0;0=normal, 1=reverse
SteerNeutralPosition=1500;Neutral position value, minimum value 1200, maximum value 1800 (milliseconds)
SteerMinPosition=1000;Minumum position value, minimum value 900, maximum value 1500 (milliseconds)
SteerMaxPosition=2000;Maximum position value, minimum value 1600, maximum value 2100 (milliseconds)

Gear Shift Servo Setup
For Gear Shift servo you can set the initial position (at power on), and the three positions where the gear is engaged.
In case of reverse needed you can obtain this simply swapping the values of the 1st and 3rd gear, this also allow you to
fine tune the servo neutral and endpoints
ShiftInitialPosition=1; 1=1st gear, 2=2nd gear, 3=3rd gear
Gear position value at start up
ShiftGear1Position=1000
1st gear position value, minimum value 900, maximum value 1500 (milliseconds)
ShiftGear2Position=1500
2nd gear position value, minimum value 900, maximum value 1500 (milliseconds)
ShiftGear3Position=2000
3rd gear position value, minimum value 900, maximum value 1500 (milliseconds)

Trailer Lock/Unlock Servo Setup
For Trailer servo you can set the lock/unlock position, in case of reverse needed you can obtain this simply swapping
the position values, this also allow you to fine tune the servo endpoints
TrailLockPosition=1000
Lock position value, minimum value 900, maximum value 1500 (milliseconds)
TrailUnlockPosition=2000
Unlock position value, minimum value 900, maximum value 1500 (milliseconds)
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WinkerPoint
This value allow to customize the point of the steering stick where indicators start to blink
WinkerPoint=10; left/right winker point.
Set winker trigger poin,t value range 1 - 100

Lights Setup
LightsInit=0;0=Lights OFF, 1=Lights ON
Set lights status at start up
TailLightIntensity=25
Set the brightness of tail lights, Value range 1 - 100 (%)

TX lost signal Behavior
These two line presets behavior if the TX signal is missing
LightsBlink=1; 0= Lights blink, 1= Lights steady ON
MotorOnRadioOff=1;0=Engine shut down, 1=Engine remain Idle

External Beacon Control
BeaconInit=0;0=Beacon light OFF, 1=Beacon light ON (at start up)
BeaconNumBlink=4;Number of different flash sequences
BeaconSelect=2;Value range 1 - BeaconNumBlink

Vibration Motor Setup
VibMotorInit=0;0=Motor OFF, 1=Motor ON (at start up)
Set cab vibration motor status at start up
MinVibMotor=5;Value range 1 - 100 (%)
Set the speed of vibration motor output with engine idling
MaxVibMotor=20;Value range 1 - 100 (%)
Set the max. speed of vibration motor with engine running

Smoke generator Setup
SmokeInit=0;0=Smoke generator OFF, 1=Smoke generator ON (at start up)
Set smoke generator status at start up
MinSmoke=5;Value range 1 - 100 (%)
MaxSmoke=20;Value range 1 - 100 (%)
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Gearbox Setup
The gearbox section configures all the internal ESC parameters
GbCurrent=10;Value range 10 - 20 (Ampere)
Set current treshold for motor cut-off
Gear1MinPower=10;Value range 1 - 100 (%)
Gear1MaxPower=40;Value range 1 - 100 (%) set maximum power feed 1st gear
Set minimum and maximum power feed in 1st gear
Gear2MinPower=10;Value range 1 - 100 (%) set minimum power feed in 1st gear
Gear2MaxPower=70;Value range 1 - 100 (%) set maximum power feed 1st gear
Set minimum and maximum power feed in 2nd gear
Gear3MinPower=10;Value range 1 - 100 (%) set minimum power feed in 1st gear
Gear3MaxPower=100;Value range 1 - 100 (%) set maximum power feed 1st gear
Set minimum and maximum power feed in 3rd gear
Note the above settings apply for fixed gear gearbox and allows 3 speed gearbox emulation.
For physical gearbox use set all the max values to 100
GbReverse=100;Value range 1 - 100 (%) set reverse speed
Set maximum power feed in reverse (only 1st gear is engaged when reversing)

Audio Setup
The two following lines allow setting of :
Overall maximum volume regardless to volume pot position
MasterVolume=100;Value range 0 - 100 (%) set maximum overall volume level
Maximum volume of engine idle sound when other sounds are played
IdleLimitedVolume=80;Value range 0 - 100 (%) idle volume when other sounds are present
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Firmware features
The IBU2M Truck offers a new firmware features :
Firmware update
Now it’s possible for users to update the operating firmware (when released) without the need of return the board to
Dealer or Factory, by simply downloading and writing a file on the microSD.
When a new version of firmware will be released, it will be available for free download
After download unzip the file in a known position (e.g. on desktop)
Now copy the file into microSD root (make sure you don’t put the file into a sub-folder)
Insert the microSD into the IBU2 socket and turn on the power
The led will be lit steady during the automatic erasing and programming cycle
When done the board will automatically resets and the LED will blink during initialization then become steady
Now you’re ready to go !!!

disclaimer
I.B.U. Electronics provides the equipment solely to be used by each purchaser in accordance with the specific
instructions supplied with each IBU2 module and that the purchaser undertakes that the IBU2 module and
any associated equipment such as speakers and so on will be operated within the parameters contained therein.
I.B.U. Electronics accepts no liability for any damage to any IBU2 module if it is determined that the damage has been
caused by either not adherence to the instructions or due to any malfunction by any cause or reason whatsoever within
the model or its equipment and thereby outside of the control of I.B.U. Electronics.
I.B.U. Electronics supplies each IBU2 module on the strict undertaking that it will be used in such a manner to comply
with the laws of the purchaser’s country of residence.
I.B.U. Electronics has no control over the final assembly, no liability shall be assumed nor accepted for any damage
resulting from any use by user of the final assembled product, the user accepts all resulting liability.

Technical changes reserved
Not suitable for children under 14 years
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Authorized Dealer
Europe / U.K. U.S.:

RC Tank Electronics

http://rc-truck.weebly.com/
http://rctankelectronics.weebly.com/

Follow Us

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1SWKKffZzUtXBU9B4QBRAg

https://www.facebook.com/pages/IBU2-Truck/1535099413442564
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